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ABSTRACT

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is a quantum communications protocol which provides the growth of encryp-
tion keys under guaranteed security. Due to the single-photon nature of many QKD protocols, QKD systems
can be optically jammed by overwhelming a receiver with many photons at wavelengths at which the single
photon detectors are responsive, causing a prohibitively high quantum bit error rate (QBER). In satellite QKD
(SatQKD), which relies on communication during brief satellite visual contact, short jamming periods could pre-
vent access to secure communications for much longer periods of time. Optical jamming (OJ) can be achieved
both from within line-of-sight by targeting the receiver with a light source, or, in the case of downlink SatQKD,
from without line-of-sight by reflecting OJ light off the transmitting satellite.1 The latter attack can be effective
1000km from the ground station, which presents challenges to the deployment of SatQKD in mission-critical
applications. In this work, we present two investigations for OJ attacks on SatQKD. Firstly, we present an
experimental demonstration utilizing SPAD array technology to locate and mitigate within line-of-sight OJ at
long range. Secondly, we present simulations quantifying the effectiveness of without line-of-sight OJ against
SatQKD systems and outline mitigation techniques inspired by RF communications. Implementation of the
mitigation techniques will be essential for defence applications.

Keywords: satellite, free-space, quantum key distribution, jamming

1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is an attractive prospect for security on an individual and institutional level.
It provides guaranteed security during transmission of keys (random strings of numbers used for cryptography)
by leveraging the fact that intercepting a quantum signal with an engineered degree of uncertainty will introduce
detectable errors at the receiver.2–5 Satellite QKD (SatQKD) is of particular interest due to the ability of
a satellite orbiting the earth to pass the same key to parties which are separated beyond the range limits of
terrestrial QKD systems.6,7 The diminishing density of the atmosphere with altitude means that the link to
the satellite experiences less loss than an equivalent link at sea level; the effective thickness of the atmosphere
(≈ 10km) is much smaller than the average low earth orbit radius (≈ 500km).

A key difference between quantum and conventional communications is that quantum communications (QC)
necessarily use quantised systems (generally, individual photons) to communicate, while other communications
methods might use stronger, classical pulses of light (containing many photons). Conventional communications
can overcome greater loss of photons (due to, for instance, transmitting a greater distance) or greater interference
(the arrival of other photons at the receiver) in this way. Hence QC systems have in general a lower signal to
interference ratio (SIR) than conventional communications systems.

Methods for jamming QKD are different to jamming other modern free-space communications, which are
mostly radio frequency (RF). The optical channel used by QKD must be highly directional, relying on optics
with narrow fields of view (FOVs) to reduce loss at long ranges. So while adding interference is highly effective
against QKD, doing so is an engineering challenge.
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2. LINE-OF-SIGHT JAMMING

The simplest way to jam a free-space QKD channel would be to fire a laser at the communication wavelength
down the optical axis of the receiver, flooding the single-photon detector and introducing prohibitively high
interference. In some systems, a countermeasure to such an attack would be a reduction in FOV, meaning
the jammer must move closer to the system’s optical axis to inject interference. However, some systems have
FOV lower bounded by other factors. For instance, FOV should not be reduced below the pointing accuracy
of a receiver (the expected angular misalignment between the receiver’s optical axis and the transmitter). The
portable satellite receiver demonstrated in Ref. 8 has a comparatively large FOV≈ 100µrad to allow for its limited
pointing performance. Multiple-input-single-output (MISO) QKD systems may have their FOV lower bounded
by the viewing angle between two transmitters. Apart from determining vulnerability to jamming, additional
quantum bit error rate (QBER) due to light pollution also depends linearly on receiver FOV. Therefore, a way
in which to decouple total FOV of a receiver system (which must be made to point at one or more transmitters)
from the specific FOV used for performing QKD could provide extra robustness to both jamming and light
pollution.

Such line-of-sight (LOS) jamming performance increases as the jamming source moves closer to the receiver’s
optical axis. LOS jamming is a particular threat to uplink SatQKD topologies. In the uplink topology the
receiving telescope is subject to the restrictive size, weight and power (SWaP) requirements of satellites and
so will generally be smaller than a ground-based receiving telescope. This results in a larger FOV (at best as
described by the diffraction limit9). The long range from the satellite to a jamming terminal on the earth’s
surface then results in a large area inside which a jammer could be successful. For instance,10 proposes a satellite
terminal with a 215µrad FOV, corresponding to an area inside its FOV of 120m at a distance equal to its orbital
altitude of 550km. During a real satellite pass, low elevation angles and atmospheric beam steering will mean
that the real sensitive area is larger than this minimum.

2.1 COUNTERMEASURE

A countermeasure to such an attack must reduce the effect of jamming without requiring a smaller FOV. By
taking advantage of an array of single photon detectors, it is possible to spatially resolve jamming and signal
photons while maintaining a constant FOV for the purposes of tracking (Fig. 1). Pointing need only keep the
target inside the total FOV of the entire array, while using a small collection of pixels (for a distant, small, light
source a single pixel will suffice) for QKD reduces the FOV inside which jamming (and background light) are
detrimental. An n × n array of pixels with the same specified FOV as a single pixel detector can provide a 1

n2

reduction in counts due to uniform background light pollution and a 1
n reduction in the maximum distance a

jammer can be from the optical axis. In the ideal case, free of turbulence effects and in the long-range limit, a
jammer outside positioned outside of the FOV of the pixel(s) used for QKD will have no effect.

We developed an emulation of such a countermeasure at bench-top scale. We used a Photon Force 32 × 32
pixel single photon avalanche detector (SPAD) array11 with a 50mm focal length lens. At a range of 3.5m, two
pulsed Roithner LaserTechnik collimated 650 nm resonant-cavity LEDs (RC-LED-650-02) provided a simulation
QKD signal and a jamming signal targeted from the right and left of the receiver’s FOV respectively (see Fig.2).
Photon counting mode on the SPAD array was used such that the exposure time (4ms) of each image was much
longer than the pulse length (10ns) and period (50ns) of the LEDs to provide an average over many pulses. 1024
exposures of 4 different states ({Signal Off, Signal On} × {Jamming Off, Jamming On}) were recorded.
Each exposure is shown as single point in Fig.3 A 3 × 3 pixel area (the “signal spot”) receiving signal light
is designated, this is marked in Fig.4. Photon counts in this area are believed by the system to be from the
(emulated) QKD source. A single-pixel detector (with the same FOV and detection efficiency as the array) is
emulated by summing all counts on the array. By doing so, both emulated systems have the same detection
efficiencies and optical path. The SPAD array contains a series of uniformly distributed “hot pixels” which have
much larger dark count rates than the rest. The pixels with the top 5% of dark counts are removed from data
and images to improve the average signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the system, while the remaining pixels have
their long-term average dark count rate subtracted from each frame. The data in Fig.3 is summarised in table
1, including the mean signal to interference ratio (SIR) for each of the two systems. The first state quantifies the
dark count rate (DCR) of each system. Pixel dark counts can be modelled as independent, so that the DCR of
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Figure 1: The reduction in effective FOV when an array detector is used in FOV-limited applications

Figure 2: System diagram for emulation of a jammed quantum channel using a SPAD array

each model system is proportional to the number of pixels used. Accordingly, there is a two order of magnitude
reduction in DCR from 32 to 3 pixels, pushing the DCR of the signal spot to be < 10 counts per exposure so
that integer levels of counts per exposure are visible. When the signal is turned on, there is an additive increase
in counts to both systems. Comparing these allows the loss due to signal photons being scattered outside of the
signal spot to be calculated as 1.05dB. The final two states show the effect of jamming on the two systems.
The whole array has jammed count rates which are within 3% variation, making signal on and signal off states
indistinguishable from photon counting. However by spatially eliminating a large proportion of the jamming
signal, the signal spot results in a SIR > 1 and more than 20dB above the SIR of the whole array.

This countermeasure would have improved performance at longer ranges (in which incoming light is better
collimated) due either to less loss from signal photons scattering outside of the signal spot or to the use of a
smaller signal spot which would experience less jamming. The number of pixels in the array lower bounds the
size of the pixel spot (to the FOV of one pixel) and so increased pixel count would be advantageous at long
ranges. Other countermeasures such as spectral filtering and time gating could also be included to improve SIR

Table 1: mean count rates from demonstration
Detection Signal Off Signal On Signal On Signal Off
Area State Jamming Off Jamming Off Jamming On Jamming On SIR(dB)
Signal Spot Mean Count 5.15× 102 7.84× 104 1.11× 105 5.97× 104 1.19
Whole Array Rate (cps) 1.91× 104 1.19× 105 8.47× 106 8.23× 106 -19.17
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Figure 3: Count rate of whole array and spot pertaining to incoming signal when exposed to both signal and
jamming. Each point is a separate exposure.

(a) signal off jamming off (b) signal on jamming off (c) signal off jamming on (d) signal on jamming on

Figure 4: mean SPAD array frames for each state with signal spot marked

further. These rely on the jammer having no access to the spectrum or timing of the QKD channel respectively,
so are conditional in their effectiveness. Spatial filtering,12 spectral filtering13 and time gating14 for free-space
QKD are all areas of research in the effort to allow daylight operation by reducing noise from background light.

3. REFLECTIVE DOWLINK SATELLITE QKD JAMMING

In downlink SatQKD, a satellite carries a quantum source, which could be a true single-photon source, entangled
pair source, or a weak coherent pulse source. The receiver is an optical ground station (OGS). Without any
limits on SWaP, the OGS can use large, heavy optics which yield a narrow FOV (down to the ≈ µrad imposed
by pointing and tracking15). Tracking a low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellite requires slewing the telescope across the
sky. A LEO satellite in a 500km orbit (such as Micius15 or Nanobob10) travels at 7.8km/s, requiring a slew rate
of up to 0.9◦/s and telescope elevation up to 90◦. These factors make downlink SatQKD challenging to target
for LOS jamming. As well as being technically challenging, LOS jamming reveals the location of the jammer to
an OGS and can be countered by imaging systems as described in section 2.

Instead, Gozzard et al.1 propose a reflective jamming procedure for use against downlink SatQKD. The
transmitting satellite is targeted from the ground using a laser and associated pointing equipment. The satellite
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reflects jamming light with measured angular dependence1 and some of the reflected light enters the receiver.
The fact that the jamming link to the receiver is highly lossy can be accounted for by using a more powerful
laser, an option not available to the quantum channel. In this way SIR can be manipulated by the jammer.

Table 2: Simulation details reproducing 1, modelled on Micius15

component details

Satellite 4m2 frontal area with albedo at 850nm of 0.3. 1µrad pointing jitter
500km sun-synchronous orbit which directly overflies the ground station

Transmitter optics 0.3m Cassegrain telescope with obscuration ratio 0.4. 10µrad divergence
Weak coherent source Mean photon numbers [0.8, 0.1, 0] ([signal,decoy,vacuum])

with probabilities [0.5,0.25,0.25], transmitting at 850nm
Repetition rate 100MHz, P (preparation error) = 0.01, g2(0) = 0.01.

Ground station minimum elevation of 10◦. 1µrad pointing jitter
Receiver optics 1m diameter telescope with 16% optical efficiency

1nm width spectral filter, polarisation extinction ratio 280:1
SPAD Dark count rate 10cps, detection efficiency 60%

time gate width 1ns
Jamming laser 1kW source, 1nm spectral width, matched to QKD signal at 850nm
Jamming optics 0.1m diameter diffraction-limited telescope with 1µrad pointing jitter

3.1 SIMULATION

The result is a link which, while highly lossy, is still more than capable of jamming the single photon signals
required for QKD. We follow Ref. 1 in modelling Micius15 as an example link (detailed in Table 2). Despite this,
we relate the location dependence of jamming performance to the intended receiver site for the UK quantum
communications hub, at Errol aerodrome. We quantify the full effect on downlink key and QBER of a reflected
jamming attack from a given location in simulation in Fig.5a and provide eastward and southward cut-throughs
of this relationship in Fig.5b. These cut-throughs are compared to a prediction made by assuming that when
the satellite is within LOS of the jammer, no communication can take place. It is found that more complex
simulation and this simple prediction agree closely.

The close agreement of prediction and simulation indicates that the jamming terminal modelled using the
commercial-off-the-shelf parameters presented in Ref.1 saturates the performance limit provided by the fact that
it can only jam a satellite in its LOS. Lower performance jamming equipment (for instance, a lower power or
higher bandwidth laser or a smaller diameter telescope) may still saturate this limit.

The LOS limit on jamming performance in this simulation requires knowledge of the satellite pass geometry
(altitude, ground path) and performance (key rate). However there are some requirements on the jamming
terminal which can be met with less information. For instance, knowledge of satellite altitude and ground station
minimum elevation allows the definition of a 2D region in space inside which all QKD must take place. Requiring
that this region is entirely within LOS of the jammer is a necessary condition on the jamming terminal location
for perfect (100%) jamming performance to be possible for all satellite passes. Perfect jamming performance is
then achieved conditionally by saturating the LOS jamming performance limit.

3.2 COUNTERMEASURES

Countermeasures to reflective jamming are challenging because the jamming light is incoming from the satellite.
Reducing the FOV of the receiving system will only reduce jamming performance if the FOV’s diameter at the
satellite is comparable to the frontal area of the satellite itself. In this case, where FOV is lower bounded by
pointing performance, the methods of section 2 are applicable. However the limited of spatial separation between
the QKD source and the reflective surfaces on the satellite make such an approach less effective than in the LOS
jamming case. Ref.1 discusses several system-design countermeasures, such as changes in orbit, which are not
reproduced here.

The simulation performed here and in Ref.1 focus on decoy BB84. This allows pulses with a higher mean
photon number than simple BB84 and therefore is characteristically more resistant to jamming. Other protocols
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(a) Jamming performance as a function of jamming terminal
position

(b) Jamming performance as a function of range eastward
and southward

Figure 5: Jamming performance is dependent on the position of the jamming terminal relative to the OGS and
satellite pass

which allow mean photon numbers approaching 1 would experience the same benefit to SIR. Additionally, different
protocols allow varying methods of filtering out interference. For instance, polarisation encoded protocols (such
as polarisation encoded decoy BB84, simulated here) allow time-gating, which removes photons with the incorrect
arrival times.16

Design countermeasures include minimising satellite reflective area. This fits technologically with the push
towards smaller, lighter satellites such as CubeSats.17–19 Reducing the area scale of a satellite will not only
reduce the amount of light it reflects to the receiver, but also reduce the cross-section and light reflected back to
the jammer. This will make the satellite harder to track and reduce jammer pointing performance.

Using anti-reflective coatings on the satellite would have the reflection reductive effect, though may cause
excessive heating aboard the satellite. Such practices are common in astronomical instruments20 and have been
considered by SpaceX to reduce the effect of their Starlink satellite constellation on astronomy.21–23 Such a
coating would only be required to be anti-reflective wavelengths where the detector (along with any wavelength
filters used at the receiver) is sensitive. The optimal thermal performance and jamming resistance balance would
be achieved by a material which had a reflectivity spectrum analogous to a notch filter. Metamaterials have been
developed which exhibit such a reflectivity profile in the near-infrared,24 though developing these into satellite
coatings may be either practically or financially inviable.

Additional countermeasures can be moved across from the distantly related field of RF communications.25

For instance, frequency hopping (more likely termed, in QKD applications, wavelength hopping) can evade
individual narrowband jamming (such as from a laser).26 This is done by moving randomly between different
wavelengths so that a jammer may struggle to keep up. However the hardware required to achieve wavelength
hopping in the SatQKD case would scale much less favourably than for RF communications, requiring N single
photon sources (in the absence of some reliable variable-wavelength single photon source) and N spectral filter
sets for N different wavelengths. At least, however, these systems need not be identical or indistinguishable so
long as they are individually secure. There exists another incentive for SatQKD in that with the provision of
log2(N) beamsplitters and N detection setups, these systems could be used in parallel to achieve higher key
rates.
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Parallelising the channel could be achieved in other ways, for instance by using transmitter diversity. This
would involve launching multiple satellites in similar but not identical orbits. Targeting and jamming a large
number of satellites simultaneously would require separately actuated and targeted telescopes and lasers, with
cost scaling roughly with the number of satellites to be jammed. However launch cost is a significant component of
satellite missions, so that cost can be made less-than-linear with the number of satellites by using multiple-launch
systems.27 Any untargeted satellite could be used, though this satellite would either need to be untargeted during
a pass over two OGSs (to distribute key to both) or have the capacity to communicate key to other satellites (in
a short-range, intersatellite link28).

4. CONCLUSION

By using single photon signals in an open environment, free-space QKD is vulnerable to jamming. We first con-
sidered a direct jamming attack in which the receiver is targeted and developed a simple spatial-discrimination
countermeasure using a SPAD array. This yielded a 20dB improvement in signal to interference ratio when
compared to an equivalent single-pixel system. We then provided a simulation of jamming reflected off a trans-
mitting satellite, demonstrating that the effective range of this attack can be several thousands of km and
discussed design and network countermeasures for this attack.
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